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You don't need to enter a key for Visual Composer, it asks those users who buy it as a solo plugin.If you select "Launch for Visually Composers" when launching components, then all components will be
launched through the visual environment, and not as a beginner would like. There is a special option for this "When launched through the visual environment, it will immediately load at the wiki level".
Instead of "launch via user's visual style", you can choose to "load Visual Components immediately at the visual style level when starting Visual Components." After you have added a component, you can
click on this button next to its name and complete the download of components at the skin level. After each change in the component code, it is recommended to save the settings file of the current
component to the "About" folder, even if you use other visual tools. On the menu change page, there is a "Visual Windows Settings" button with an "Initialize Component" button. On this page, you can
set some settings for the component. This component will not allow you to write auxiliary code, but all components added to the visual editor and scripts can act as design elements. In order to make the
layout more convenient, by default all page elements will be in the same color scheme. To remove the shadow from the elements, change the color to blue. Change the color in the editor so there are no
shadows when scrolling. Scripts connected via WP-Pager will be shown on top of the main widget. "Default settings" cannot be set on a component. Component name: Set the name of the component
Component Type: Default Number of elements: Several Effects: Setting the screen off effect Description: Needs to be configured so that the components are displayed correctly when scrolling the page.
Clipping: Inserting an element of type "Current" in the parent panel template Adding a display element: Add element to parent section column template Change parent element type to output in VC List
Copy element to main site Changes the display type of the component to "Changing and adding element code" If you have a reference to another component, including from other visual environments,
then this will help replace the code. "Default" can be changed to a component from the WP Fancy Box. Changes to the template also need to be committed. The button layout can be reset to
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